
 

 
Congratulations are in 
order for Parem Elemen-
tary School’s students 
Haily Eva Hallens and 
Loriso Victor, who won 
1st place and 2nd place 
respectively for the UN 
Day Essay Contest. 

The students’ teacher, 

Jackson John—pictured 
right with some of  his 
students—gets to assist in 
the dissemination of  
$300.00 as gifted by the 
UN Development fund 
and FSM Department of  
Resources & Develop-
ment, in partnership with 
Ace Office Supplies, for 
the purchase of  school 
supplies. 

Parem Elementary School 
has dedicated towards 
following its Turnaround 
Plan and this contest is 
one example of  improved 
outcomes at the school.  

Congratulations, Haily 
and Loriso! 

Mason Wiley, Executive 

Director College of Mi-

cronesia’s Center for En-

trepreneurship, ap-

proached the Pohnpei 

Department of Education 

this month with a grand 

proposal: what if the Cen-

ter for Entrepreneurship 

provided computers for 

schools without computer 

labs (e.g. Wone School, 

Salapwuk School), —

through donations from 

organizations like Tuna 

Commission, FSM Bank, 

WCPFC, BMC, and Vi-

tal—with COM students 

maintaining the com-

puters, and in turn the 

Pohnpei Department of 

Education paid a small 

monthly fee to pay for the 

service? 

Stay tuned for more in-

formation as this partner-

ship develops. 
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G o t  a  s t o r y  

f o r  T h e  

P e l u h s ?   

 

W e  w a n t  t o  

h e a r  f r o m  

y o u !   

 

C a l l  u s  a t  

3 2 0 - 2 1 0 3  

Our jobs exist  for 

one reason: to 

serve children 

Thought of the Month 

PDOE Textbooks 

Any large government agency has to 

develop a budget, which is a plan say-

ing what kinds of products and ser-

vices the organization needs to pur-

chase, and how many people the or-

ganization needs to function properly. 

Right now, the Pohnpei Department 

of Education has two primary sources 

of funding: the Education Sector 

Grant (ESG) and the Supplemental 

Education Grant (SEG). The former 

is part of the Compact of Free Asso-

ciation, whereas the latter is not. 

In order to help ensure students al-

ways have teachers, the Department 

is looking into switching ECE teach-

ers from being under the SEG budget 

to placing them under the ESG 

budget, and in turn swapping any 

cooks or bus drivers in the ESG 

budget to the SEG budget. 

 

more creation of its own materials. 

Textbook shortages remain an issue 

in every public school, with three 

PICS students reporting in October 

that “some textbooks were sto-

len...if they’re not returned, we all 

suffer a 10% grade deduction.” 

Dr. Richard Womack, formerly of 

COM-FSM and presently heading 

up Womack & Associates, has writ-

ten the first draft of Pohnpei De-

partment of Education’s new 8th 

grade Social Studies textbook. 

The Department is hoping to allo-

cate funds for additional textbook 

purchases and acquire funds for 

nize what I do. Why? Because I’m a 

woman.” 

When organizations and societies 

undervalue individuals or groups 

based on components individuals or 

groups are not responsible for—

such as their race, ethnicity, or gen-

der—nobody wins. 

When the Pohnpei Department of 

Education asked a prospective con-

tractor earlier this month if they 

could assist with a special project, 

the individual—highly qualified with 

years of experience in the field—

advised “I really don’t see myself 

working [with PDOE]..a lot of staff 

would not accept my work or recog-

Budget Plans for Early Childhood 

Education 
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T h e  P e l u h s     

Students at Pohnpei 

Island Central 

School 



The Importance of Attendance 
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As identified in the Octo-
ber 2016, March 2017, and 
July 2017 Policy & Plan-
ning Retreats, as well as 
numerous discussions this 
year with Pohnpei Depart-
ment of  Education’s stake-
holders, attendance—of  
students, yes, but also of  
teachers, principals, and 
central office staff—
remains a consistent issue. 

Stakeholders are reminded 
that schools are granted an 
additional 20 days in our 
calendar to make up days 
that are lost due to extra-
curricular activities, funer-
als, PTA meetings, or 
other special events. It is 
Pohnpei State law that 
schools are in session at 
least 180 instructional days 
in the year. 

While our cultural tradi-
tions may dictate respect 
to the deceased in the 
form of  attending funer-
als, our primary responsi-

bility as educators must be 
to shaping and informing 
the minds of  our very 
much living youth. 

A memo was recently sent 

out to all staff  discussing 
PDOE policy in the event 
of  funerals, kamdipw-en-
wahu, religious activities, 
and uses for sick leave and 
annual leave. 

Microsoft Office and anti-virus 

software. The laptops will be dis-

tributed to teachers, with the ex-

tras going primarily to under-

privileged schools in remote lo-

cations. Thank you and kahlan-

gan, Congressman Perman! 

Congressmen Ferny Perman some 

months ago promised to supply 

Election District One teachers with 

laptops. As of October 2017, the 

laptops have arrived with Pohnpei 

Department of Education, where IT 

staff Monroe David, Helper Samuel, 

and Patrick Edwin have installed 

Laptops for Election District One Teachers 

Have any questions, 

comments, or concerns 

about PDOE Attendance 

Policy? 

 

 

 

Contact the Pohnpei 

Department of Education 

at 320-2103 

 



Every Friday at 5pm using their radio, Kapingamarangi School discusses the goings-on at their school, including the results of 
their weekly meetings. Below is a highly condensed snapshot of those updates. 

Friday, September 29th: 

PE Club activities have begun, which include stretching and basketball tournaments. Music & Culture club is looking forward 
to teaching Kapinga music to Kapinga students using Kapinga-made ukuleles. Teachers have been on time, though one teacher 
has demonstrated a history of tardiness of a few minutes. The staff’s meeting this week went well, with professional develop-
ment on planning activities in one’s lesson plans. 

October 6th: 

The School Liaison was in Chuuk this week and the staff member assigned the task of communicating with Kapingamarangi 
was sick, so Principal Andrew submitted a written report. “We had our great week,” he wrote, with nearly perfect attendance in 
all grades and perfect attendance for teachers, but a handful of students have been late on multiple occasions. All bells continue 
to be on time, and tutoring remains every Monday-Wednesday. “We elected our new SBO officers and members,” advised the 
principal, and Special Education screening occurred from Monday-Thursday. Basketball games are every Thursday. The weekly 
meeting largely consisted of discussing how to deal with student tardiness, including writing notes to parents informing them, 
and each teacher coming up with an attendance control plan with consequences and incentives (e.g. winning points for being 
on time, and X number of points = a sticker.) 

October 13th: 

Despite perfect attendance in some grades (e.g. 1st and 3rd), numerous students were late this week, several who were late mul-
tiple times. Reasons ranged from oversleeping to foot pain to feeding pigs and cleaning. Two staff were late this week as well, 
with one coming in at 8:18 on Wednesday and another at 8:30 on Wednesday and 8:20 on Friday. One teacher was absent on 
Thursday due to her grandfather going on the patrol boat for medical care, with the principal covering her class. The weekly 
meeting included questions about teacher wages for work produced, i.e. if a teacher is chronically late or does not turn in lesson 
plans, what happens to them? (After warnings, time can be deducted; all teachers are expected to be on time and to have lesson 
plans for all their lessons.) 

October 20th: 

Students continue to enjoy the basketball tournaments and culture club activities, with attendance at tutoring Monday-
Wednesday required if a student wishes to join. There was perfect attendance in grades 1-4, and 7-8, but three students were 
late (one of them twice) in 5th grade, and one student was late once in 6th grade. Teacher attendance was perfect except for the 
teacher mentioned above, who was late on Wednesday arriving at 8:27 and who was absent on Friday due to her child being 
sick. 

Other Updates: 

The solar batteries had an estimated time of arrival to Pohnpei on October 20th, but we were informed on the 19th of October 
that the batteries—as well as our shipment of new chairs—would be delayed until November. The ship going to the Eastern 
Islands was also delayed, leaving on Sunday October 22nd, so it’s possible the batteries will still arrive before the ship leaves for 
Kapingamarangi. The Department is looking into various means of acquiring a ship, but was recently denied the capacity to 
charter its own.  

However, when the batteries do arrive, we’ll be able to fix the solar system—and in the meantime, whenever the next ship does 
go down, we already have laptops for each teacher and the ukuleles are nearly completed. 
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Restarting Kapingamarangi  

It’s a component of Kapingamarangi School’s Restart Plan and School Improvement Plan that monthly updates on 

the school’s progress are published in The Peluhs.  

Public Information 



Readers of The Peluhs may remember that nearly 1/3 students failed the Pohnpei High School Entrance Test (PHSET) 

this past May, with still over 100 students failing it the second time around by August 2017. While failing students have 

mostly been retained, such as at Nett School (i.e. they’re repeating 8th grade), it’s lead to Pohnpei Department of Edu-

cation to ask: what’s the purpose of our PHSET, is it doing what we want it to do, and how can we improve it so that it 

successfully measures if a student is ready for high school programming? 

Historically, the PHSET has consisted of ~100 multiple choice questions in English and Math. The questions’ quality 

are not suspect—but their alignment to our curriculum is. This past decade, PDOE has revised much of its curricula in 

English, Mathematics, Social Studies, and Science—and so the 2018 version of the PHSET will be aligned to our cur-

ricula. 40% of the test will be English, 30% Math, and 30% Science and Social Studies. The goal is that a student who 

successfully passes the PHSET will be able to effectively transition into high school. 

PDOE staff conducted a MoSCoW analysis (i.e. defining what the test must have, should have, could have, and what we want 

to have) to determine which benchmarks were the most important to test, and then began developing item banks. 

The revised PHSET will consist of 100 multiple choice questions in each of the four content areas, as well as an essay. 

Each of the questions will be aligned to our adopted benchmarks, and teachers can expect to have multiple practice 

tests for their use and review with their students. Practice test questions would look like this: 

In addition to covering each of the four content areas, there will also be an essay component where students choose 

from one of a given series of expository, persuasive, or creative writing prompts and write approximately 500 words. A 

student’s multiple choice score and writing score would then be used to help determine their track in Pohnpei State’s 

public high schools, with the student’s essay digitized and given to their teachers for preparation in the summer. 

Private schools who do not expect their students to transition into public schools will still be able to receive their stu-

dents’ essays and a breakdown of their students’ scores. 

Schools can expect several practice tests for review at the end of October and beginning of November, complete with 

answer keys. Stakeholders can expect more updates on the PHSET in the coming months. 
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Pohnpei High School Entrance Test 

Questions, thoughts, or concerns about standardized assessment in Pohnpei Department of Education? Contact Benjie Philip at 

bphilip@pohnpeidoe.fm or Richard Clark at rclark@pohnpeidoe.fm 

Public Information 

An example of the new PHSET’s writing prompts for 

the new writing component 

 

 



On October 12th, on Micronesia Forum, a COM student asked a relevant question: does Pohnpei Department of 

Education have scholarships? And, if so, what does that look like? How does one apply and receive one? 

The short answer is: yes, Pohnpei DOE does have scholarships. On our website (pohnpei.doe.fm), one will see a box 

entitled Scholarship, which contains our application form, recently updated by our Scholarship Coordinator Jackie Pre-

trick. You can also access the form directly by going here:  http://pohnpei.doe.fm/files/pdf/

Pohnpei_Scholarship_Application_Oct%202017.pdf  or email Jackie at jpretrick@pohnpeidoe.fm 

What follows is an interview between The Peluhs and the PDOE Scholarship Coordinator on the scholarship process, 

including who can apply, when applications are due, and more. 

PELUHS: What is your title at Pohnpei Department of Education? 

Jackie: Scholarship Coordinator. 

PELUHS: What do you do as Scholarship Coordinator? 

Jackie: I help the students with their applications. I also take notes in various meetings. As for the kids, I help them with 

their applications, contacting the schools about whether the child is awarded or not, and how and when will they get their 

money and all that. And I also inform of them all the other scholarships available to help with tuition and all. Of course, 

helping with the applications—I make sure that they know the requirements, the eligibility requirements of students, and get 

approved for scholarships.        Continued on the next page 
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PDOE Scholarship, P 1 

Questions, concerns, comments, or thoughts about PDOE Scholarship? Contact Jackie Pretrick at jpretrick@pohnpeidoe.fm 

Public Information 



Continued from the previous page 

 

PELUHS: How much can a student get for a PDOE scholarship? 

Jackie: It depends on how many qualified students there are and the amount of funds available at the time. For the 

past three years, we’ve had a fixed amount of $255,568 per year—this is what we’ll be using until 2020 when the 

money will be gone. The Board of Education members, they divide that up by each semester, one half for fall and 

the other half for spring. More students means smaller rewards, because rewards are given equally. Like if we have 

ten dollars and ten students, each student gets one dollar. Lately, it’s been like—the most is $2,000 per semester, but 

that doesn’t mean every semester it’ll be like that. It can be more or less depending on the number of qualified appli-

cants. 

PELUHS: What are other scholarships our students can apply for? 

Jackie: There is the FSM scholarship, the Rotary Club, there was the NFC but it’s closed down as of this fall—and 

then there is FSM Development Bank, mainly for graduate students in accounting and bookkeeping and all that. 

Then there’s Bank of Guam scholarship, and then there is Pohnpei Women Council Scholarship, but its been inac-

tive for some time because they haven’t re-elected their officers. And then there’s also Philippine Scholarship but I’ve 

never seen any students apply for it lately. All of those are aside from the foreign scholarships, like the China, Japan, 

and AusAID scholarships. There’s also the WHO scholarship in partnership with FSM Health and Marcus Samo. 

PELUHS: You mentioned that the scholarships are awarded semesterly—if I’m a student, and I want a scholarship 

for next spring, when do I need to submit my application? 

Jackie: Your application, along with all the required documents listed on that application, by no later than December 

30th. 

PELUHS: What are those required documents and who would I submit my application to? 

Jackie: You’d submit to Pohnpei Scholarship, PO Box 250 Kolonia Pohnpei 96941, and the required documents—

the eligibility is that a student needs to be in or plan to be enrolled full-time (maximum of 12 credits and up for un-

dergraduate, and 9 credits or above for graduate students) and need to maintain an average cumulative GPA of 2.50 

or above for undergraduates, 3.0 or above for graduate students, and the student must be enrolled at a US accredited 

institution. For instance, if you go to Fiji, you won’t be eligible for the US Compact—but you can go to COM-FSM, 

University of Guam, or University of Hawaii. 

PELUHS: Is there anything else that you’d like a prospective scholarship applicant to know about the scholarship 

process in Pohnpei State? 

Jackie: We have lots of students, so the earlier a student submits, the better. For Fall Semester, the deadline is June 

30th—so for instance, on July 1st, the Board won’t look at it. So it’s very important that if they want to apply for the 

scholarship they need to have all the applications complete along with all the required documents. 
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Scholarship, P 2 

Questions, concerns, comments, or thoughts about PDOE Scholarship? Contact Jackie Pretrick at jpretrick@pohnpeidoe.fm 

Public Information 



PELUHS: Who are you, what’s your background, and what role do you play with Pohnpei 

Department of Education? 

Ryan Edgar: I’m Ryan Edgar. I grew up here—I graduated from Saladak Elementary School, 

went to Xavier High School, and later went to Chaminade University for my B.S. in Criminol-

ogy, pre-law, and then I got my M.S. in Engineering Management from George Washington 

University in DC. My office—the Office of Insular Affairs (OIA)—administers the Education 

Sector funds which supports the education system in the FSM and the Marshall Islands.  

PELUHS: What are Education Sector funds, and how does OIA support the education sys-

tem with them? 

Ryan Edgar: Education sector funds are funds that come under the Amended Compact of Free Association between the 

Federated States of Micronesia and the United States—it’s basically an agreement where the FSM provides the US access to 

its oceans and airspace for defense purposes and in return receives financial assistance to support a number of different sec-

tors, including education, health, and infrastructure. What does it mean in terms of supporting education? The financial as-

sistance under this agreement basically pays for the entire education system. It pays for salaries, it pays for textbooks, the 

training that everybody takes—the electricity, the buses—everything is paid for with this financial assistance.  

PELUHS: So you and OIA, you’re responsible for the funding—do you monitor that the funds are being spent effectively, 

and what does that look like? 

Ryan Edgar: Monitoring is the biggest part of my responsibility and we're required to visit education departments and 

schools every quarter to ensure that funds are spent according to the Compact law.  Compliance—as we call this—is easier 

because almost everything proposed in the budgets are allowable. The second part of our responsibility is the more difficult 

one. With everything these funds are paying for, are we also achieving the result we're supposed to be achieving?—which is 

helping to educate a student to be successful locally and also be competent globally. That’s the difficult part.  

PELUHS: What does it mean for a student to be successful locally and competent globally? 

Ryan Edgar: It’s a balance. As Pohnpeians, we come from a very rich culture and heritage that we value a lot and obvi-

ously want to sustain into the future—we want to keep our identity, so I’d like to think that this education system someway, 

somehow, should help each growing child to understand the culture,  to function competently within the traditional system, 

and to help preserve it. At the same time, we’re in a very globally connected world—we are competing on the global market 

for any given thing, so we need to ensure that our students also have a strong foundation in mathematics, science, reading 

and writing of both Pohnpeian and English so they can keep up with the rest of the world. Because, if we cannot keep up with 

the rest of the world, we’ll simply be absorbed by all of it, and we won’t be the Pohnpeians we want to be.  

Continued on the next page 
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Ryan Edgar Interview, P 1 

Learn more about the Compact of Free Association between the United States and Federated States of Micronesia, 

including the Education Sector Grants, by visiting http://uscompact.org/  

Public Information 

For the past three years, the average student score on the 6th grade English 

Reading NMCT has been 20/40 questions correct. In May 2017, the highest score 

state-wide was a perfect score of 40/40 questions correct—and the lowest score 

was 00/40 questions correct. Are we achieving what we want to achieve? 



 

 

 

Continued from the previous page 

PELUHS: What do you want to see Pohnpei’s education system look like by 2023? 

Ryan Edgar: I’d like to see the education system improve in two broad areas - education ser-

vice delivery and actual student learning outcomes. Like much of the rest of the government, 

the education system needs a lot of improvement in efficiency and effectiveness. I'd like to see 

the education department, as an organization, become much leaner, meaner, and more efficient 

in delivering education. As an example, it takes too long to hire new teachers or to procure school supplies and get 

them into classrooms.* The second part is seeing improvements in what students actually learn. Only twenty-five to 

thirty percent of graduating high school seniors each year go to college actually prepared for college-level courses. It 

would be a tremendous accomplishment if we can raise that percentage to fifty or more.   

PELUHS: What does a successful FSM, and a successful child in the FSM,  look like thirty years from now? 

Ryan Edgar: That’s not an easy question to answer. I can look at that first question from the perspective of being a 

parent. I would like my daughter to be educated well enough to make a good living for herself. I would like her to be 

educated well enough to be informed about what’s happening in her community so that she can be a productive citi-

zen. I would like her to have a sense of care and pride about who she is as a Pohnpeian and as a Micronesian, and to 

help give back to that community. In terms of the FSM…I don’t know... a successful FSM is a continuing peaceful 

democracy with a productive citizenry whose quality of life is improving. In order for that to happen, the government 

must be  able to provide quality basic education for all and opportunities for anyone, willing to work, to be successful.  

PELUHS: What, in your view, should the PDOE focus in on with regards to improving student outcomes in the 

near future, i.e. this year and next year? 

Ryan Edgar: In my view, PDOE and the rest of the FSM education system over the last decade have become so 

busy doing a lot of things, following different organizations and "going through the motions"—and it’s not inten-

tional—but they have kind of lost their connection and focus on the student, the teacher, and the classroom. So I’d 

like re-strengthen that connection, go back to basics, and bring students to the forefront again. Every time we do 

something, ask the question: how does the student benefit from this?  

PELUHS: Any final words you want to share with PDOE’s stakeholders? 

Ryan Edgar: Broadly, as even the Director has said: it takes a village to raise a child. We need everyone’s 

support to make education a success. Parents, teachers, administrators, policy makers, the government 

leaders—everyone has a role to play in student learning and I hope we all appreciate our role and commit 

to that role, because that’s the only way that we’ll succeed. 
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Ryan Edgar Interview, P 2 Public Information 

* Stakeholders may be interested to know how very true this is—for example, a teacher at Seinwar School moved to the 

United States at the beginning of the school year. It’s the end of the first quarter, and we don’t have a replacement yet. 

Pohnpei Department of Education is 

enhancing its partnerships with insti-

tutions ranging from College of Mi-

cronesia to Asian Development Bank, 

REL-Pacific, PREL, Peace Corps, JICA, 

and more to ensure that a high school 

diploma means a student is ready for 

college level courses. 
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Pictures = 1,000 words 

Above we have celebration of WD&ST trainees’ completion of program, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints interviewing princi-

pals and gifting students supplies, vocational education students working, students in Sapwuahfik School and Saladak School working 

hard, and the listing of the new Upward Bound Pohnpei sophomore class. 

Public Information 



 

On Thursday, November 9th, Pohnpei Depart-

ment of Education will be holding its first-ever 

Student Leadership Conference. 

Taking place at the Governor’s Conference 

Room for morning sessions, and PICS Class-

rooms and Cafeteria for breakout and closing 

sessions, more than 100 high school stu-

dents—from both public and private 

schools—will participate in both broad-scope, 

general sessions about Self Discovery and Mind-

ful Leadership, as well as breakout sessions 

ranging from Leading by Cooperating to Deci-

sion Making. 

In addition to our student attendees, such as 

seniors Shadwig Edward, Mark MJ Podeck, 

Jesley Ferdinand, Larenda Ardos, and Loyida 

Mihkel—who range from elected Student Body 

Officers to club presidents etc.—alumni, such as Sylvia Elias, and external partners, 

such as Jim Bennett from Clemson University, will be participating. 

Private schools in Pohnpei State have had their own leadership conferences before, 

including CCA’s recent Junior/Senior Leadership Camp this October 2017, as seen 

below. 

 

 

However, this year’s Student Leadership Conference on November 9th is 

the first time that every public and high school will work together to discuss 

student leadership and celebrate our young leaders. 

The first-ever Student Leadership Conference is primarily being organized 

by Diopulos Diopulos, the Pohnpei Department of Education’s Student 

Services Specialist. Contact him at diondiop@gmail.com for further information, and check back with The Peluhs next 

issue for photographs and detailed descriptions on the Student Leadership Conference’s presentations. 
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Student Leadership Conference Public Information 

Above we see Sylvia Elias (public 

school alumni and gender equity advo-

cate), Diopulos Diopulos (PDOE’s Stu-

dent Support Specialist), and Shadwig 

Edward, senior at PICS and one of 

three co-presenters on Leading by Co-

operating. 

To the left we see photos from CCA’s 

Facebook page regarding their own 

student leadership camp. 



most challenging part adjusting to 

school life at PICS? 

JAMAL: English—and explanations for 

works, classworks, all of those things. 

Sometimes the teachers don’t explain it 

and—sometimes I don’t get what they 

are saying. 

PELUHS: Do your teachers speak 

English in all of your classes? 

JAMAL: Not all of them. Most of 

them. In T&I—only T&I doesn’t use 

mostly or only English. 

PELUHS: When you communicate 

with other outer island students in the 

dorm, what language do you use? 

JAMAL: I use both Nukuoran and 

English. 

PELUHS: What’s your name and what 

school do you go to? 

JAMAL: My name is Jamal Jacob. I am a 

10th grade student at Pohnpei Island Cen-

tral School (PICS). I am originally from 

Nukuoro. 

PELUHS: So you live in the PICS dorm 

with the other outer island students? 

JAMAL: Yes, I live in the PICS dorm. 

PELUHS: What’s it like living in the 

dorm? 

JAMAL: It’s fine. Many times there’s 

studying or relaxing. 

PELUHS: I imagine it must have been 

challenging to come from an outer island 

and move to a bigger island like Pohnpei, 

with its cars and roads. What was the 

PELUHS: What were other challenges 

for starting high school last year? 

JAMAL: My grades. I had to work hard 

to improve my grades. 

PELUHS: How was the orientation to 

life at PICS? 

JAMAL: It was good. 

PELUHS: What’s your favorite sub-

ject? 

JAMAL: Biology. I like to study life 

because I want to be a doctor when I 

grow up. 

PELUHS: Why do you want to be a 

doctor? 

JAMAL: There are no doctors on my 

island, Nukuoro. 

PO Box 250, Pohnpei FM 96941 

Phone: +691-320-2103 

E-mail: rhiggins@pohnpeidoe.fm 

    rclark@pohnpeidoe.fm 

 

Visit Us on Facebook or 

pohnpei.doe.fm 

Dear Reader, 

Do you know what a stakeholder is? A stakeholder is someone 

who has a stake—that is, an important interest—in something. 

Students want to learn; therefore, students have a stake in edu-

cation. Parents want their children to succeed; therefore, parents 

have a stake in education.  Businesses and Governments want 

people to make and spend money, something education can help 

with; therefore, businesses and governments have a stake in edu-

cation. 

Do you have a stake in education? Contact the Department of 

Education Central Office with any questions, comments, or con-

cerns you may have. Everything we do is for our children. 

Vocabulary This Issue: 

Dissemination [noun]—the acting of spreading something, es-

pecially information 

Former [adjective]—the first or first mentioned of two things 

Latter [adjective]—the second or second-mentioned of two things 

Relevant [adjective]—closely connected or appropriate to what 

is being done 

Office of Public Information, 

Pohnpei DOE 

Student Interview 

Strengthening Our Schools! 
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